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This letter is resulted from IEEE TIV’s Autonomous Mining

Workshop. We have successfully conducted over 10 semi-

nars on autonomous mining, and this summary highlights

key components discussed in recent seminars regarding how

technologies like Sora promote autonomous mining.

I. LOOKING INTO SORA: CAN IT ADVANCE SMART

MINING?

Sora [1] has recently garnered attention for its ability to

generate 60-second videos depicting complex scenes. Over

the past year, research on similar models has progressed

rapidly, showing significant improvements in visual fidelity

and coherence. Despite limitations, these advancements inspire

confidence in the technology’s future. This letter explores
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potential applications and challenges in autonomous mining

stemming from these developments.

A. Potential Opportunities

Mining Scene Understanding. Mining environments are

inherently complex, marked by irregularity, low lighting, and

cluttered objects, presenting challenges for scene understand-

ing. Video generation models have shown proficiency in pro-

ducing coherent visual signals, suggesting their grasp of spatial

and temporal relationships among objects. Delving deeper into

these scene cognition abilities observed in video generation

models could improve visual signal processing in intricate

settings like mining.

Human Machine Interaction. Text-to-video models bridge

the gap between text and video, crafting videos from text and

summarizing videos into text. In smart mining, when enriched

with mining knowledge, these models can generate animated

demonstrations of mining strategies, enhancing visualization.

They could also analyze mining operation videos in real-time,

assisting engineers in decision-making and thereby enhancing

safety while reducing workload.

Scenario Engineering. Scenario engineering, a cutting-edge

theoretical framework for refining AI, integrates model learn-

ing and testing across real and virtual scenarios. Video gen-

eration models, grounded in the mining domain, can be em-

ployed to produce customized mining videos serving as virtual

scenarios within this framework, enhancing the reliability of

autonomous mining.

End-To-End Autonomous Mining. Given the recent advance-

ments in video generation models, it has been suggested that

these models demonstrate a profound understanding of global

dynamics, potentially making simulation engines obsolete.

Leveraging these video generation models for world model-

ing shows great potential for visual end-to-end autonomous

mining [2].

B. Limitations & Challenges

Hallucinations. The issue of hallucinations is prevalent

among large foundation models, referring to the generation

of meaningless or deviating content from the provided source

material. Currently, finding a complete solution for this prob-

lem remains elusive. Addressing how to validate AI inferences

and mitigate these hallucinations in autonomous mining appli-

cations requires meticulous consideration.

Physical Paradoxes. Sora and similar models face chal-

lenges in simulating physical laws and understanding cause-

and-effect relationships. For example, they may struggle to
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show bite marks on a biscuit after it’s been bitten or accurately

represent a chair as a rigid object, leading to unrealistic inter-

actions. Moreover, these models can confuse spatial directions

and struggle to depict events over time, such as tracking a

camera’s movement. These limitations hinder their current ap-

plication in scenario engineering and end-to-end autonomous

mining. However, we expect ongoing technological progress

to address these issues soon.

Safety Concerns. Despite advancements in visual fidelity,

doubts linger regarding the reliability of these generative

models, especially in safety-sensitive domains such as mining.

Incorporating potentially flawed data from low-quality video

outputs could result in significant real-world consequences.

This underscores the urgent need for data review standards

before integrating them into autonomous mining operations is

emphasized.

II. “6S” MINING WITH IMAGINATIVE INTELLIGENCE AND

PARALLEL INTELLIGENCE

The concept of “6S” mining, which prioritizes safety, se-

curity, sustainability, sensitivity, service, and smartness, rep-

resents the future objectives of the mining industry aligned

with sustainable development goals and Environmental, Social,

and Governance (ESG) principles [2]. The Sora-like models

are powerful tools for simulation and creativity, demonstrating

the high-level intelligence of imaginative intelligence [3]. On

the other hand, parallel intelligence [4] employs decentralized

design principles to empower participants to autonomously

simulate various decision paths in a leaderless, trustless en-

vironment. These two forms of intelligence either align or

have the potential to complement each other. This letter delves

deeper into the integration of imaginative intelligence with

parallel intelligence to address the aforementioned challenges

and advance the “6S” mining initiative.

Three Worlds, Three Types of Miners. Drawing from parallel

intelligence and CPSS [5], [6], mining operations can be

categorized into three realms: the physical world, involving

actual mining and robotic operations; the psychological world,

representing the knowledge domain of mining; and the ar-

tificial world, consisting of manmade environments such as

simulations. These realms correspond to three types of miners:

robotic, digital, and human. The advancement of autonomous

mining fosters collaboration among these miners, evolving

from traditional “human-human collaboration” to more so-

phisticated “human-machine collaboration” and ultimately to

“virtual-reality collaboration” [7]. This new mining paradigm

aims to drive the mining industry towards achieving the ’6S’

goals by integrating AI within the parallel intelligence and

CPSS framework.

Alleviating AI Hallucinations. To address AI hallucinations,

parallel intelligence presents a promising strategy through

computational experiments and the integration of parallel

execution within artificial systems. Taking the utilization of

a Sora-like model in end-to-end autonomous mining as a

case in point, numerous computational experiments can be

conducted to assess operational effectiveness across varied

contexts. Through iterative experimentation and evaluation,

both prompts and generation strategies can undergo continuous

adjustment and refinement to optimize the model’s perfor-

mance. This iterative process facilitates reflections on model

failures, identification of AI hallucinations, and refinement

of strategies based on experiential knowledge acquired from

computational experiments. Consequently, computational ex-

periments mitigate AI hallucinations while bolstering mining

reliability in real-world scenarios.

Artificiofactual Experiments. Large generative models can

bolster the capacity and effectiveness of computational exper-

iments, thereby broadening the scope of artificial social mod-

eling through the integration of imaginative intelligence. This

pioneering approach, termed artificiofactual experiments [8],

harnesses general artificial intelligence technology to facilitate

generative reasoning. By incorporating dynamic visualization

reminiscent of Sora-like model’s scientific animation format,

complex concepts, processes, and the effects of various fine-

tuning strategies are vividly portrayed. This format substan-

tially enhances the accessibility, interactivity, and comprehen-

sibility of experiments for both researchers and stakeholders,

while also enabling deeper insights into experimental out-

comes and facilitating improved understanding and decision-

making. This advancement in decision-making capabilities can

further contribute to driving the “6S” mining initiative.

III. CONCLUSION

This letter has discussed the potential technological impli-

cations of video generation models in smart mining, encom-

passing scenario engineering, scene understanding, foundation

models, end-to-end mining, and human-machine interaction.

Despite several challenges that must be addressed before

practical implementation, we maintain an optimistic outlook

on the prospects of these video generation models in enhancing

mining operations, owing to their close alignment with human

intelligence.
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